The importance of hybrid atomic orbitals, in both general and organic chemistry, is reviewed. Every contemporary textbook of organic chemistry introduces the directed-valence (e.g. sp
INTRODUCTION
In Part 1, we present a critique of hybrid atomic orbitals (which we abbreviate HAO) from a logical perspective (Lamoureux & Ogilvie, 2019). In Part 2 here, we examine the practical problems with this concept as a pedagogical model, focusing on the HAO in only organic chemistry with their limitations as delineated in Part 1, and on how to overcome these challenges. We list seven practical criteria that deprecate their use in a pedagogical context. On the basis of these two articles, we maintain that the HAO model is seriously flawed from a mathematical, logical, experimental, practical and, thus necessarily, pedagogical point of view.
USE OF HYBRIDIZATION IN GENERAL CHEMISTRY
As most instructors and undergraduate students of introductory general and organic chemistry recognize, trying to understand a unified picture of molecular bonding and structure has reached a critical point. Most students are instructed to follow the following flowchart 1 to unveil the plausible bonding as they learn about molecular structure: 1) begin with the molecular formula or chemical name (composition); 2) draw a Lewis structure (two-dimensional graphical representation with electron pairs) for the species (constitution); 3) predict or model the heavy elements in a three-dimensional representation (configuration). To predict an approximate geometry, one might use valence-shell electron-pair repulsion (VSEPR), 2 ligand close packing (LCP) 3 or other methods; 4) select the hybridization scheme based on the geometry to describe or to explain the bonding. Astute students rapidly learn the limitations of this scheme. There is no 'correct method' to describe, to predict or to explain molecular structures. Lewis structures are models suitable for a prediction of molecular properties such as connectivity and number of lone pairs, but they bear little relation to the electronic structure; 4 the emphasis can vary from elimination of the formal charge to a preservation of the octet rule. VSEPR has simple rules and predictive capability, but there are many exceptions to the rules 5 as the procedure lacks theoretical justification and, hence, explanatory power. 6 The LCP scheme (vide supra) takes into consideration the non-bonded interactions among atoms but not lone-pair interactions. Hybridization schemes require a prior knowledge of the general molecular geometry before assigning the type of orbitals.
Moreover, each scheme uses a disparate nomenclature to describe the geometry. "Note also that the molecular geometry is not the same as the hybrid orbital type. The oxygen atom in the H 2 O molecule utilizes sp 3 hybrid orbitals, but the molecular geometry is certainly not tetrahedral!". 7 Using both systems of nomenclature -'a bent molecule with approximately tetrahedral H-O-H bond angle' and 'using tetrahedral sp 3 HAO forming the two O-H bonds and the two lone pairs' -clarifies the description of the structure of H 2 O but with a loss of simplicity.
In general chemistry, there is a modern tendency, if not to remove hybridization completely, to de-emphasize its use. A recent textbook states "For some molecules, describing bond formation in terms of hybrid orbitals is not appropriate." 8 Galbraith indicated that "hybridization is shown not to be an all-inclusive phenomenon" and suggested "eliminating the need for spd hybridization in any form." 9 In research articles, the use of hybrids for any elements except those in the second period has been questioned. "The model of hybridization already becomes less straightforward for heavier atoms than for the first-row elements C-Ne…". 10 Even among the first-row elements, one might set aside the elements fluorine and neon, for which hybridization is never necessary in introductory chemistry. Oxygen and nitrogen have also been considered without hybridization: "The limiting angle in this case [H 2 O and NH 3 ] would be 90° which is considerably smaller than the observed angles. Here, repulsion between the hydrogens would in part lead to the observed angles." 11 This periodic-table ablation of hybridization leaves only carbon. Carbon hybridization is so entrenched in organic chemistry as to have become almost a dogma; organic chemists have universally adopted the use of HAO, typically in a simplified form. "Hybridization is particularly important in carbon, which tends to form four bonds in its compounds and therefore always hybridizes". throughout the undergraduate education. We first show the reasoning behind the use of HAO before seeking to reform the chemical curriculum. What is the ultimate purpose of using HAO in organic chemistry? Has it altered over the years?
THE THREE SYSTEMS OF HYBRID ATOMIC ORBITALS (HAO)
There are at least three models for the hybridization, or directedvalence, scheme. The original presentation of hybridization in organic chemistry used only sp 3 hybridized atomic orbitals for all carbon single, double and triple bonds. The calculated relative bond energies for sp 3 (2.000), sp 2 (1.991) and sp (1.932) hybrids indicate that the 'best' hybrid is sp 3 for maximum bond strength in any organic compound. 12 This selection required the use of banana or tau ( ) bonds (Figure 1 ) for multiple bonds. The t model was fiercely defended by Pauling; 13 its utility has been suggested by some authors, 14, 15 but has never gained ground in textbooks of organic chemistry.
Much more common is the use of sp 3 , sp 2 and sp hybrids ( Figure 2 ) collectively -the special atomic hybrids. 16 In this system, a student learns to search the Lewis structure for four single (sp 3 ), one double and two single (sp 2 ), and one triple and one single (sp) or two double bonds around carbon and then to correlate the structure to the orbital hybridization, which then serves as further evidence of the geometry (tetrahedral, trigonal planar and linear, respectively) around the central atom.
In these images of 'orbitals', the electron density appears to be concentrated along the axis containing adjacent nuclei; this simplification is gross because accurate plots of calculated hybrids show a more nearly spherical distribution (as shown in Part 1).
In a third system used, hybrids are constructed in an infinite series. 17 According to this system, the bond angle (θ) is directly correlated with the hybridization index i, represented by sp i and calculated with the formula
This extension of orbital hybridization has been termed nonintegral, isovalent or second-order hybridization. For example (Figure 3 ), in ammonia (NH 3 ) the H-N-H (bond angle ~107°) hybrids have been calculated as sp 3.4 and for water H-O-H (bond angle ~104.5°) sp 4 hybrids are typically presented. In this system the original meaning of the hybridization index, viz. the integer number of p orbitals mixing in the linear combination, is obviously lost. We have encountered no introductory organic textbook that presents this non-integral system.
Let us investigate the use of the three systems of hybridization -sp 3 t hybrids, special hybrids and non-integral hybrids -and compare their utility. Much ink has been spilt over the mathematical equivalency of t and s-p bonds 18 and their use in various contexts. 19 We remind the reader, however, that these models are modern constructs, using modern computational software; there is no conflict with the use of t or s-p bonds in any advanced research project. We continue in this section to examine how each system is limited in its own way. If one applies the special hybrid model, the bond angles are limited to 109.5°, 120° and 180°. To accommodate these results for all organic molecules within the hybridization model, further 'explanations' must be appended to the model for any deviation away from these bond angles. We must thus suppose that hybridization (as measured from a fixed bond angle) depends on, inter alia, the electronegativity of directly bonded atoms (Bent's Rule, vide infra), bond length, 20 the curvature of the bond 21 and non-bonded interactions. 22 This layering of explanations is not only inelegant but also confusing. "It is necessary to graft on extra hypotheses without experimental support to explain each effect as it arises. The existence of the phenomenon then becomes the proof of the explanation". 23 If one uses the non-integral hybrid scheme, the relation between bond angle and hybrid number cannot be independently tested. We are left with the inescapable conclusion that this scheme can serve as neither explanandum nor explanans (i.e. one can state neither that bond angle is determined by hybridization nor that hybridization determines bond angle). There is no advantage in creating an infinitely flexible hybridization scheme. "It is found to be about five-fold less costly in loss of overlap to fix the hybridization of the carbon orbitals at an optimum value and 'bend' the C-H bonds than it is to vary the carbon hybridization to follow the angular displacements". 22 Moreover, the direct relation between the two values is doubtful. "The derivation of simple bond angle/sp ratio formulae is shown by calculation to be incorrect".
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HYBRID ATOMIC ORBITALS (HAO) IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
In the twenty-first century, every textbook of organic chemistry that we have examined introduces at least one hybridization model, with neither critical assessment nor explanation, to provide information about the orientation of chemical bonds in molecules of organic compounds. Another common lore in chemistry is that HAO must be taught, generally at the beginning, in every introductory course of organic chemistry. In 2013, the American Chemical Society (ACS) provided a list of anchoring concepts to outline a map of the content for organic chemistry in an undergraduate curriculum. 24 The main points of the map related to HAO follow.
• Orbitals can be hybridized through a process of linear combinations of atomic orbitals' hybridized orbitals (such as sp or sp 3 ), and are used to better represent [sic] the actual bond lengths, angles and energies for molecules.
• Hybrid orbitals are necessary [emphasis added] to describe the geometry of substituents on individual atoms (e.g., the tetrahedral geometry of carbon in methane).
• Bonds formed by the overlap of s-orbitals or s-containing hybrid orbitals result in the formation of sigma (s) bonds. A cursory examination of these three main points invokes further queries. What does "linear combinations of atomic orbitals' hybridized orbitals" mean? How are they better representations and for what reasons are they necessary? What is the relation of HAO to the molecular-orbital or valence-bond theories of bonding?
With the related term hybridization, HAO have been used traditionally to describe, to explain and to predict concepts in organic chemistry. Since its inception, the original concept of hybridization has been used for explanation. "Slater and Pauling both argued for the necessity of using an s orbital as well as three p orbitals in the carbon atom in order to explain [emphasis added] carbon's four valences and the tetrahedral structure of methane". 25 The continued use of HAO to explain various aspects of bonding, especially organic chemistry, is evident from a perusal of contemporary publications of chemical research. A recent review states "The usefulness of the concept of hybridization as a simple way of explaining experimental observations is apparent to anyone who has taught undergraduate organic chemistry". 26 These authors state also that "The concept of hybridization explains many chemical and physical observables". 26 We summarize three explanations, taken from textbooks, that involve hybridization. 1) Hybridization provides a simple explanation for the molecular shapes and bond angles of organic molecules; i.e. a common explanation in textbooks is that methane has a tetrahedral geometric arrangement because of sp 3 hybridization at the carbon atom. 2) Hybridization is expanded to provide an explanation of the deviations from ideal angles, codified in Bent's rule; 27 for example, decreasing s character leads to decreasing bond angles. It is noteworthy that, in his maturity, Bent subsequently denounced these hybridization anachronisms: "Not needed [for a unified model of bonding] is hybridization, s or p orbitals". 28 3) The position and shape of purported non-bonding valence electrons, known as lone pairs, in hybrid atomic orbitals have been invoked to explain reactivity. The existence of rabbit-ear hybrids on oxygen has been attacked, 29, 30 defended, 31 and attacked again. 32 We have demonstrated in Part 1 that an attempt to use hybrids as pseudo-explanation is never warranted.
Furthermore, hybrid orbitals have been invoked for their predictive power --a tool so basic to predict trends that it requires no further description or justification. Some examples follow. 1) Hybridization of orbitals has been related to the electronegativity of the central atom. 33 A common justification is that an s orbital has a substantial density at the nucleus whereas a p orbital has a nodal surface there. The more s character that a hybrid orbital has, the nearer the nucleus that the electrons associated with that hybrid tend to exist. The hybrids sp 2 (33 % s character) hence provide greater numerical electronegativity than sp 3 (25 % s character) for the same atom. A sp 2 hybrid on C can thus be deduced to have a relative electron-attractive power of C greater than that of H, whereas a carbon atom utilizing an sp 3 hybrid is predicted to have electronegativity similar to that of a hydrogen atom. 27 In invoking such a confused concept as electronegativity, 34 there are obviously other factors that one must take into consideration. 35 2) The strength of a C-H bond is roughly predictable using hybridization. 36 A C-H bond utilizing sp hybridization is presumed to be stronger (greater energy is required to dissociate that bond) than a C-H bond with sp 2 hybridization, which is stronger in turn than the corresponding sp 3 associated C-H bond. This prediction has obvious utility in an interpretation of the force parameters used to assign absorption lines in an infrared spectrum of an organic compound. 16 3) The acidity of a proton might be envisaged to be influenced by some hybridization effect. Alkynes (C-H utilizing sp hybridization) are more acidic than alkenes (C-H with sp 2 hybridization). One might be able to predict the order of acidity using the effect of hybridization. 37 Conversely, hybridization has also been used to predict the basicity of amines. These rules involve the particular hybrid orbitals of carbon --tet, trig, dig corresponding to sp 3 , sp 2 and sp hybrids, respectively.
SPECIFIC CRITIQUE OF HYBRID ATOMIC ORBITALS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
We contend that the use of HAO should be debated not on the prospective utility of the model, but rather on the mathematical constructs used to create the model. "…a model which is based on assumptions that are falsified by accurate calculations becomes questionable even if it offers the advantage of simplicity". 10 Recalling that most chemists use HAO to describe, to explain and to predict concepts without examining the paradigm itself, one must obviously address several refinements. These objections apply equally to dsp First, there is no need for hybridization as a consequence of quantum mechanics. As Lewars clearly showed, the formation of HAO is never necessary, and, whether or not one invokes sp 3 hybridization for calculations on methane, one obtains the same tetrahedral structure. 40 Paradoxically, one of the most common supporting arguments of HAO is that they show the student the mathematical nature of chemistry and lend quantum credence to the Lewis structure. "The chemical bond is not a causal agent for hybridization as textbooks often labor to explain. Nor is hybridization a consequence of quantum laws." 41 "On the other hand, 'hybridization effects' as presented to students masquerade as if they are based on firm quantum-mechanical principles. Beginning students have no way of perceiving that, as generally taught, hybridization implies little more than the already known structure of the molecule under consideration". 42 Second, the hybrid concept implies only the wave function of the (atomic) electrons. Notwithstanding the confusion between geometry and hybridization, describing a) an atomic center in a molecule or b) a lone pair or c) a bond as a hybrid is completely unacceptable. Many organic molecules contain unequal bond angles around the central atom (e.g. propane); it is thus impossible to assign only one hybridization to any atom. A search of Internet (scholar.google. com) in 2019 January revealed 2947 instances of "(sp 3 or sp 2 or sp) hybridized carbon atom" in published scientific books, articles and patents, indicating that the confusion is rampant. Hybrids are atomic orbitals and, by definition, are perturbed during the formation of a molecule; one cannot thus apply a hybridization label for lone pairs and bonds in molecules. 43 Furthermore, discussing hybridization in a diatomic molecule, or for a terminal atom in a polyatomic molecule, is never justifiable. Third, one cannot claim hybridization as the cause of an observation. 44 Regarding experimental support of hybridization, correlation is not causation. 45 In one book the authors claimed that "non-integral hybridization is more than just an after-the-fact rationalization, and has experimental support". 17 In another book the authors contended that "This [overlap of hybrid orbitals] is substantiated by experimental results". 46 These statements are in direct conflict with another critical viewpoint: "The objective of a hybridization scheme is an after-the-fact rationalization of the experimentally observed shape of a molecule. Hybridization is not an actual physical phenomenon." 8 Fourth, no direct experimental evidence for HAO exists. HAO, as indicated in an article celebrating 50 years of hybridization, are not experimentally observable phenomena but are rather "a 'Linnean classification' of molecular observables." 47 Even though the concept of hybridization of CH 4 2 , sp hybrids describes no real molecule. One might compare this model to wooden or plastic models of molecules, which are also simple models but which are not designed to reproduce the complicated reality of molecular structure, even though they illustrate some salient features. Whereas we have found no claimant that insists that wooden models are mathematically and experimentally correct, the same cannot be said of the HAO model. Why should one continue with this, or other, flawed model? Mislow succinctly stated, "Scientific concepts or categories are therefore fuzzy unless they are expressed in the language of mathematics." 50 Please continue to use plastic models --they can be useful. As HAO have, however, a mathematical basis, their precision or imprecision is based on mathematics. A flawed model based on flawed mathematics must be unacceptable.
Sixth, the method of applying sp 3 , sp 2 and sp HAO is not generally applicable to all organic molecules. The exceptions are highly symmetric (T d , D 3h and D ∞h ) systems, which correspond to organic molecules in a small proportion. Simple examples of hybridization are not extensible convincingly to more complicated organic structures, even with small alterations of structure. For example, the C-C-H angles of ethane (a small molecular deviation from methane) determined by electron diffraction are 111.0±0.2° (not 109.5°) 51 and the H-C-H bond angle 117.2±1.2° of ethene (the simplest alkene) differs significantly from the sp 2 angle, 120°. 52 These results led an eminent structural chemist, who reported those angles, to proclaim "Hybridization is a fraud!". 42 Seventh, how can one easily understand systems in which the bond angle is less than the minimum hybrid bond angle, 109.5°? For example, for cyclobutane and cubane, the bond angles approximately 90° seem to imply unhybridized carbons. "Cubane's structure demonstrates the limitations of Pauling's hybrid-orbital theory, a potent reminder that molecules don't know about Pauling's hybrid orbitals, so are in no way constrained by them". 53 The case of cyclopropane (and other three-membered rings with bond angles ~60°) is certainly even more confusing, even if one includes the use of bent bonds to describe the inter-orbital angle instead of the bond angle. 54 Cyclopropane is notably conspicuous by its absence from Pauling's quintessential presentation of his advocacy of the doctrine of hybridization. 55 These seven arguments should effectively eliminate the concept of HAO in organic chemistry. It is counterproductive to describe, to explain or to predict structure or properties based on a flawed concept such as 'hybridization' or '% s character'.
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PREVIOUS CRITIQUE OF HYBRID ORBITALS VERSUS OUR PERSPECTIVE
In the Journal of Chemical Education, authors of papers in a series debated the role of hybrid atomic orbitals in a discussion of the structures and shapes of molecules and their reactions. The following arguments are completely separate from our critique (vide supra). Grushow argued to retire the hybrid atomic orbital as a useful model, 57 whereas other authors defended the practice of invoking hybrid atomic orbitals on the grounds that valence-bond theory is still useful, 58 that localized bond orbitals can be used to interpret photoelectron spectra of molecules, 59 that localized bonds formed on covalent linking of hybrid orbitals are a viable representation of molecules, 60 and that the hybridization model is useful in conjunction with both valence-bond and molecular-orbital theories. 61 Landis and Weinhold summarized 62 four premises about 'hybrid orbitals' discussed by Grushow: i) hybrid orbitals do not exist [they have no tangible existence and are merely arbitrary mathematical constructs], ii) hybrid atomic orbitals are inappropriate models, iii) electron density is best described using delocalized rather than localized approaches, iv) bonding cannot be characterized properly using a localized electron model; Landis and Weinhold considered those premises to be unsupported in Grushow's article. In previous discussions, both proponents and opponents of this approach seem to have been unaware of the fundamental deficiencies in the original formulation of these HAO, which we have outlined above. Tro claimed "because valence-bond theory has limited value without hybridization, it seems that a call to eliminate one implies the elimination of both". 58 We refrain from calling for an elimination of 'hybridization' from valence-bond calculations; the qualitative application of hybrid orbitals in teaching organic chemistry is completely separate from explicit valence-bond calculations. Whether HAO (as they are used in organic chemistry) are a replacement for 'localized' orbitals in valence-bond calculations is irrelevant, thus avoiding the critiques of DeKock 59 and Truhlar. 60 The premise that "significant experimental evidence and theoretical advances ... indicate that hybrid orbitals do not exist and do not appropriately describe molecular bonding" that Landis and Weinhold tried to undermine 62 becomes self-evident when viewed from a perspective of modern experimental data (vide supra). Moreover, despite the contention of Hiberty et al. that the "hybrid atomic orbital model is correct, useful, free of conflicts with experiment", 61 these characteristics are inaccurate and simply inapplicable to HAO.
With regard to the teaching of HAO, the many misconceptions 63 and the frustration [64] [65] [66] [67] faced by students show that hybridization is among the most difficult concepts to understand. The fact that one can view hybrid orbitals on a computer 68 or print hybrids on a 3D printer 69 fails to relieve this frustration. It is important to expand on the reply of Grushow to specific comments in the Journal of Chemical Education:
70 "The reality is that hybrids are not properly understood and [are] incorrectly used by students, because of the mathematical difficulties"; we add but also that the textbooks and the instructors are basing their arguments on a false pretense. Based on this perspective, we strongly advocate the retirement of HAO from the teaching of chemistry.
TEACHING WITHOUT HYBRID ATOMIC ORBITALS
Is it possible to teach organic chemistry without hybridization? Absolutely, and in some regards this change provides the students with a superior grasp of organic chemistry, according to our experience in the classroom. A modified flowchart is shown below to teach molecular structure for students of the future. 1) Begin with the molecular formula or chemical name (composition) 2) Use databases, computer software or Internet to visualize the known Lewis and three-dimensional representation (constitution and configuration, and their inter-relation). For example, the use of Wikipedia.com, molview.org or any structural database (such as the Cambridge Crystallographic Database, CCDB) provides both the Lewis and ball-and-stick models of common organic molecules. It should be discussed in class, depending on the source of these models, whether these structures are calculated or experimental. Further discussion should highlight that a particular environment (e.g. gas, solution, solid) can affect the relative positions of the atomic nuclei. Why should one explain the shape of molecules with hybridization when every molecular shape is known or readily modeled? Why should one use hybridization to predict known structures when the three-dimensional structure is available? 3) In selected important cases (preferably not all) one might accept the results of molecular-orbital or valence-bond (or better, both) calculations to show how the electrons in the molecule influence the structure and reactivity. These calculations might include orbital images, plots of electron density, diagrams of energies or maps of molecular electrostatic potential. 71 4) In selected cases, allowable dynamic models (conformations) or non-covalent interactions might be included in the discussion. For a description of a geometrical system, once the sp 3 , sp 2 , sp model is eliminated, one might continue to use VSEPR or LCP, with the caveat that these schemes fail to explain the molecular structure and are also prone to error and exception. To label a system or to compare it with others, it would be preferable to use simple point groups according to group theory (without the underlying mathematics) to assign the symmetry of the molecular system. CH 4 , NH 3 and H 2 O can hence be described as T d , C 3v and C 2v instead of (the sometimes confusing) sp 3 , bent or 'approximately tetrahedral' labels. Is it necessary to describe or to assign individual atoms in a complicated molecule with a hybridization designation? Innovative chemists of the future should be able to identify a specific atom X using known labels (e.g. aliphatic X vs. aromatic X, cyclic X vs. acyclic X) or a combination of atom symbol and number (e.g. X2).
A complicated explanation of reactivity is best left to contemporary calculations based on molecular-orbital or valencebond or density-functional theory (DFT), which are all inevitably approximate. After a student has the geometric and electronic structure, a prediction of properties (e.g. acid-base) becomes the main objective of his or her education, instead of memorization and rote application of obsolete concepts.
To show the possibility of teaching without hybridization, in a recent undergraduate organic chemistry course we used the freely available molview.org to bypass the VSEPR and hybridization steps. In a molview structure, the bond angle around a central atom can be directly measured as a numerical value, instead of being estimated as tetrahedral or trigonal or linear. We indicated at the beginning of the semester that any use of hybrids or hybridization can be replaced with geometric arguments (i.e. after comparing the bond angles in two or more molecules, how does the geometry affect the reactivity?). The geometry of an organic molecule is observable (if obtained from experiment) and generally free of arbitrary interpretation. We thus replaced every description, explanation and prediction that were once ascribed to hybridization in organic chemistry to focus on the structure and how the structure affects the reactivity.
CONCLUSIONS
Regarding the second principal question that we posed, we have demonstrated that HAO clearly incur serious problems in a pedagogical setting; based on the fallacy of HAO demonstrated above, we contend that HAO should be phased out from the teaching of organic chemistry. As many authors have declared over the years, hybridization is essential for no description, no explanation nor prediction.
CODA
Even with this overwhelming evidence, instructors have generally refused to judge what is best for modern students in learning the complicated subject of organic chemistry, preferring to use what was taught in the past. Textbook authors should take into consideration the caducity of HAO and reform the organic program. All these arguments presented in this article are not merely our opinion but have strong support in the literature, in more eloquent words than we can compose, a few of which we cite here.
"This reviewer recommends, to the extent that it is still used in freshman chemistry courses, that the directed valence analysis be abandoned completely in the teaching of chemistry. It is inelegant, wrong in some respects and leads to unnecessary confusions…". 23 "…the directed-valence theory often gives an incorrect impression of the actual forces at work in a molecule. Future generations of chemical educators may wish to reconsider the appropriateness of teaching this model of chemical bonding to introductory chemistry students." 6 "We think that 'atomic orbitals' are more a problem than a help in teaching chemistry. Perhaps getting rid of all these lexical false friends is a good starting point for designing an integrated chemistry curriculum." 72 "Attempts to simplify the presentation of this material [hybridization] result in the presentation in elementary text-books of specious arguments, which are at best misleading and at worst incorrect. In these the author attempts to persuade, or perhaps a better word would be to hoodwink, students into thinking that they understand a number of difficult and subtle ideas."
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